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Introduction

1. The first sympsoium on intra-African trade, which was co-

sponsored by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa and

the Organization of African Unity concurrent with the First All-

Africa Trade Fair, was held in Nairobi from 28 February to 3 March

1972. It adopted a number of resolutions and recommendations relating

to ways an.i means of promoting intra-^frioan trade. ' ■,. ,

2. The purpose'of this document is.to review and appraise the y ■-

main achievements and developments in the fields covered by these „

recommendations during the years since the first symposium, whether,

or not they can be considered, as a direct or indirect outcome of

the recommendations.

Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations

i. A. paper on association of African Trade Promotion Organizations ■.
|(e/c¥.1'4./WFb1/39) OaU/tHAD/38) was introduced by a representative
of the secretariat..' who referred to the endorsement of the Associa

tion given ^>y the sixth session of the BCa/OaU Joint Meeting on
Trade and Develo--r.:~t. The main objectives of the Association were .

to foster contacts and a regular flow of information and communica

tions among the member countries in the field of trade and to . .;

promote the harmonization of commercial policies in the region in

order to promote intra-African trade. After an extensive discussion,

the meeting resolved to support the establishment of the Association

and to set up a preparatory committee consisting of two members

from each of the four subregions of Africa* This preparatory committee

was assign*. 1 the responsibility of setting up the proposed Association.

4. The Committee held its first meeting in Addis Ababa in July;1972

and prepared the draft constitution of the future Association* It

was not, however? until January 1974 that the inaugural meeting -•■.■ ,

of the Association Could take place in Addis Ababa with the.participa

tion of delegates from 24 African countries. It was during that

meeting that it was decided to establish an ad hoc committee to. define

the functions of ths future secretariat, the budget and the rules---;

of procedure of the Assembly of the Association. The jad hoc committee

met in Addis Ababa in April 1974 to carry cut its assignment.

5» . ;.The first .general meeting of the Assmelby of the Association

was helcT in~Tangier from 31 March to 4 April 1975 with the participa

tion of 20 countries* Among the decisions taken by the General; . ,- .,

Assembly was the ohoioo of Tangier as the .location of the headquarters

of the secretariat. A main objective of the Association is to fill,

the information gap which represents one of the biggest obstacles1

to the development of intra—regional trade» The Association, is

also intended to serve as an instrument for the promotion of market

research and export-oriented investments within Africa.
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The danger of over-staffing and bureaucratization is as great as the

danger of neglecting the need for a proper instrument in the field
of export promotion,. Instrbutions providing focal points for export
promotion in African-countries should cater for the specific needs

of these countries they serve and take into account the conditions of

intra-African trade promotion and the structure of African markets.

export a

10- Document .E/CF/14/ATC/3 emphasized training for export development.
The symposium voiced general support for the contention that many types
of training should best "be done at the local level since training
should be designed to help to overcome specific problems and to achieve
specific objectives related to the development of intra-African trade-

It was suggested that training activities should receive adequate follow-
up and that ATC should form a mobile training team which could move from
country to country and should help to arrange exchange of in-service
trainees and to co-ordinate offers from various sources,

11. Pursuant to these suggestions, ATG has laid special emphasis on
local training courses whose programmes have been established in co
operation with national authorities in order to ensure their usefulness from

the point of view of the host countries. Development of intra-African
trade appears likely to te most effectively promoted by focusing training -
programmes on specificnprohlems. and.-conditions of African export marketing

whioh m some aspects, differ considerably from those prevailing in
developed markets, 3CA has secured the services of a full time training
officer to provide the required training services. j]ight local training
courses m six countries have been organized by ATG since the Ha&Obi

symposium. During the same period, nine in-service trainees from seven
countries hav? undergone training at the Africa Trade Centre in the

different fields of its activities, mainly trade information and market
research. In co-operation with the International Trade Centre, two

inter-regional training courses have been arranged, each with 2 weeks
in Addis Ababa and 12 weeks in Geneva. .Two 12-week regional training

courses for 13 participants from 3 or 4 countries, were organized during
1972 in co-operation with ITC. Lastly, an 3CA .seminar on the Development of intra-
African trade was organised in Zambia and Kenya in 1974 and was attended
oy 25 participants.

Me^gres to i)^pm<o^_J^t_ra^Lfr^jn_trade

12. ^ The secretariat document (e/CIT, 14/ATC/2) on measures to promote intra-
African trade put stress on the.following key points:

(i) Punctuality and reliability in delivery; • ■

(ii) Productivity, technical standards and quality control;

(iii) The basic importance of trade information and mutual contacts
m promoting the exchange of product information and of experience
among the countries of the region;

(iv) Political will and measures to develop intra-African trade.
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Some of the measures recommended in he paper were selective action to

remove or lower trade "barriers, a gradual extension of existing

economic communities and custom unions, subregional and inter-subregional

negotiations aimed at facilitating border trade and bilateral trade

agreements.identifying special commodity groups, a system of preferential

treatment for products from the subregion and quota preferences through

commodity-by-commodity negotiations.

13. The subject was discusaed extensively and the following recommenda

tions were made?

(a) African Governments should, take action to stress subregional and

regional trade negotiations and to facilitate border trade

through special conventions;

(b) Each Government should establish a list of priorities for

measures tc be taken in the field of intra-African trade

promotion,

14. The years since the first symposium have been fairly active with

respect to institution-building in the field of intra-African economic

co-operation and trade, especially in the Uest African and Central African

subre-gions. Such institutions include;

(i) The Economic Community of ■■■Jest African States (3COWAS)

Treaty signed in Lagos on 27 May 1975 and ratified by 15 states

. in;i976- ■ . "

I.feffibershi£ : Benin, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, ■ -■

the" Ivory Coast t Liberia, IIali7 Mauritania, the Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,

Sierra Leone, Togo and the. Upper Volta.

Objectives^ : Promotion of co-operation and development in all

. fields of economic, activity, particularly in the. areas of

industry, transport, telecommunications, energy, agriculture,

natural resources, commerce, monetary and financial questions and

social and cultural matters- These are to be achieved through .

the establishment of a common customs tariff; a common commercial

policy towards non-member countries; free movement of people, .;

services and capital; harmonization of agricultural policies?

■ ■ development of common projects in marketing, research and the

establishment of agro-industries; development of joint projects' '■

in transport and communications; harmonization of monetary

policies and any ether activities member States may from time to

time undertake in common*
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(ii) The_ panp^ River JJnion

: Liberia and Sierra Leone . " '

P£ii#AY££ intention is to establish a customs union by
inprogressive stages. Complete liberalisation of trade goods

of local origin is expected to be attained by the end of 1976

Membership : Mauritania and Morocco

&e-?3'?J??. : To develop the entire economic, technical, scientific,
and cultural relationship between the two countries.

(iv) The.Uest African Eponomic Commodity (C2AO) (established on
II April 1973)

: Benin, the Ivory Coast, Mali, Ilauritania, the
Senegal and the Upper Volta,

es : the promotion of active co-operation and economic

icua is the fields of agriculture, stock-breeding,

fisheries, industries, transport, communications and tourism,

and the development of trade in agricultural and industrial
commodities.

§-J-SP. (established in August 1975)

ifembersMg : All the members of the Association of African
Central Banks„

P3yepJjiv£ : fphe promotion of the economic development of Africa
by fostering a better understanding of banking and monetary
matters*,

(vi) ^^JlejJ^fliric^_GJe^in^^ou^e_ (established in Hay 1975) ' ' '" "

tfembership : The Banque Centrale des ~?tats de l'Afriqu© de l'CXiest,
the Central Bank of the. Gambia, the 3ank of Ghana, the

National Banlc of Liberia, the Banque Centrale du Kali,, the"

Central Banlc of Nigeria and the Banlc of Sierra Leone.

Objective^ : To promote the use of the currencies of its members

in ^3££i2£3i-l?a&?. and other transactions, to bring about
savings in the use of the foreign reserves of its member banks,

and to encourage the liberalisation of trade and monetary co-operation
in the subregiono

(vii) The 'Jest African Monetary Union (UMOA) (established on 14 November 1973)

Membership : Benin, the Ivory Coast, the Figer, Senegal, Togo
and the Upper Volta* ' "*" .
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Obieetives : To enforce the rules governing the issuing of the
^SSSlTSUrenoy and to ensure the centralization Of monetary
reserv.es, the. free circulation of money and the freedom o±

traaafer-■among the; member states: ; .

15. Such developments would seem to indicate that there has been
a growing awareness over the last few years of the need not only
for regional and subregional intra-African co-operation buValso
for the establishment of specific structures to this end. However,
there appears to be a tendency for these institution* to over-lap
and duplicate each other's activities. There is also a tendency
to broaden the boundaries of a community very widely from the
start to take in as many member states as possible without taking-
sufficiently into account their different levels of economic and

industrial development3

16. In spite of these problems and shortcomings, the .tendency
towards economic co-operation cannot be reversed. The existing groupings

represent a valuable fund of both positive and negative experiences

which will doubtless prove useful in connexion with future efforts
in the field of economic co-operaticn and in" siimina-fiiiig -barriers

to intra-African trade.

17 Point (c) of the recommendations relates to "Measures to

promote intra-African trade"- Reference is made to the "elimination
of the lack of trade information hampering intra-regional trade

and the following remedial measures are suggested: >

(i) The formation of national trade information centres",

(ii) Sending trade missions , :id trade delegations to other

countries $

(iii) Regular meetings, of representatives of national trade
information centres and a systematic exchange of trade

information material;

(iv) The holding of regular national, and subregional trade

fairs; ■ . . • ■ ■■.

(v) The establishment of.subregional. and regional trade,,

information services by the Africa-Trade Centrer~— ;•

, 18.' Basic trade information services have been established at a
"national level usually as part of the export promotion, units in
some twenty countries of the region. The chambers of commerce in

most countries maintain an elementary form of trade .information,

mostly in the form of a trade library or by issuing of- bulletin*.
However, the trade information activities are usually inore lmport-
than export-oriented owing to the memberships of the chambers of

commerce.
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19- Ther^ are many indications that the number of ■ trade missions-
has substantially increased over the years, in particular among

countries in the North arid West African subregions. Exbept in a

few instances, the impact of these missions, even when followed by
the signing of trade agreements, has so far been sub-optional.

20. Regular meetings of representatives of national trade infor
mation centres have so far not taken place, mainly because most

existing trade information centres are still of an elementary stage
of. development- .There is a rather sporadic flow.of trade information
among some centres,. which for reasons mentioned above, and also

due to a relative scarcity of material and funds is mainly limited
to the exchange of bulletins and other written materials.

21. Since the first All-Africa Trade Pair in Nairobi in 1972, a
number.of national fairs have taken place in the region each of them-
having a certain degree, of subregio.nal or regional coverage. These
include fairs at Algiers, Luanda, Tripoli, Maputo, Tunis, Kinshasa,
Cairo and Casablanca, The fairs at Algiers, Maputo, Cairo and
Casablanca are annual events, wnile the ones at Tunis and Kinshasa
are held every.other year.

22. The importance of these fairs in helping to promote intra-
African trade lies basically in the area of information,, marketing
and product, identification and can hardly be over-estimated.

23. The tendency in developed countries is to hold fairs and
exhibitions in specialized branches. However, general trade fairs

.will become increasingly popular in. Africa as they respond to the
actual needs and.the current degree, of industrially tion and trade
development on that continent, . The aim .of a.properly organized
international fair should be to offer the business visitor a con
centrated survey of the industrial .potential both of the host
country and of the foreign exhibitors. It ought to represent one
of the most efficient and cheapest shortcuts to market information
and knowledge of. consumer reactions. African international- tr.ade
fairs are thus in a position to.make an invaluable contribution
to the development of intra-regional trade provided that they are
properly planned and organized. They could also provide a '
suitable, forum for subreglonal or regional meetings of businessmen
and trade promotion officers as well-as supplying- them with . ■',,'= "-
up-to-date information concerning production and supply, . " /•"■ '-
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Productivity, standards and quality control . .

24 • With regard, to productivity, standards and quality control, it was:

"(d) Institutions and organizations dealing with export trade should give

special importance to the quality of the products entering intra-

African trade and to the commercial discipline of the business sector

in order to increase the competitiveness of African products and the

confidence of'the importer and consumer of these products;

(e).Serious consideration should be given to long-term industrial planning

and possible.establishment of multinational industries;

(f) (i) the productivity of existing industries should be increased".

,.25. At present' there are Standards Boards in 14 African countries. In order to

ensure proper co-operation and harmonization of standards on a regional level, EGA,

in co-operation with UMDPS took the initiative in establishing an African Regional

Standards Organization (ARSO). The project was submitted in August 1975. The first

exploratory meeting held in Accra in September 1975 with the participation of 12

countries established an interim steering committee to elaborate rules for the

Association. These rules v/ere then further developed by an ad_ hoc committee established

within ECA and were later submitted in draft form to 14 African countries. The

founding conference of the Association is scheduled to take place in Accra in January 1977
It is worth noting that in the meantime a symposium entitlai "Interdependence of

Standardization in Developing Countries and International Standards" is scheduled to

take place at Algiers from 28 September to 1 October 1976, that is to say almost

immediately before the opening of the second All-Africa Trade Fair.

26. It is evident that the creation of ARSO will fill a major gap since the failure
to co-ordinate standards and the consequent lack of uniform products for export are

among the largest obstacles to intra-African trade-

27. It is foreseen that two other institutions related to industrial technology and

development, namely, a regional industrial information centre for Africa and a

regional technological research and development centre for agro-industries will be

established 1971e~Alsc, at the fourth session of UKCTAD, SCA and OAU were entrusted with
the task of assisting member States in establishing an African centre for the design

and transfer of technology.

28. As regards commercial discipline, whose observance is essential to the business

sector, although the competitiveness of African products on African markets is to be

significantly increased' and: importers and consumers are to be assured of the reliability

o£- products, there is obviously considerable room for improvement. In spite of some

praiseworthy efforts by a few firms and countries, much effort is still needed

particularly with respect to the punctual and reliable deliveries.

29. With regard to long-term industrial planning, substantial progress has been

made within the framework of the Conference of African Ministers of Industry and the

Follow-up Committee on Industrialization. Moreover, the ECA Executive Committee by

its recent adoption of the revised framework of principles for the implementation

of the new international economic order in Africa even further clarified the issues
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facing African countries with regard to long-term industrial planning and the

objectives of and conditions for setting-up of State-owned African multinational

corporations.

30- VThere the Africanization of foreign trade is concerned, several countries have

adopted measures either to ensure the transfer of business to nationals or to limit

\he role of expatriates in internal and external trade. In some countries import

trade is limited only to nationals'' who are licenced., and in others retail trade is

limited to nationals or State trading organizations. This trend will, no doubt,

gather momentum with the increasing availability o£ nationals trained in oommerce

and of working capital, which will lead to the establishment of indigenous firms.

at a regional level

31« The development of a trade information service at a regional level was given

special emphasis both-in the paper presented by the secretariat and in the discussion

concerning this topic. It was^stressed that African countries, including those in
the same subregion, were to a great extent unaware of the potential of deliveries

from their neighbours* From the time it was founded, the Africa Trade'Centre has' "

been aware of the need for reliable information at a regional level. The Centre was

in fact defined in its earlv days as being "a small flexible unit built around ah

Information Centre".- After an initial period the Documentation and Information '"'■

Unit (DIU) was established with the idea that it would become a kind of "clearing "
house" for up-to-date trade information about African countries.

32 DIU has developed its capacity to collect, analyse and disseminate trade

information on request. A card index divided into four aroups, has been developed. This

i;v.--r.contains material on manufacturers, exporters and importers with the fourth sectio.
:::-; covc^od -fct general iitfbrrcsticn (L.eM -:iae service' sector i legal measures affecting

traJe, market profiles, infrastructure, etc.). There is also a quick-reference

collection of printed materials, such as trade journals and periodicals, and a

select-ion pf handbooks providing on-the-spot information. ' '

33. The main objectives of the Africa Trade Centre/DIU are:

(i) To provide current and past information on intra-African trade
within the general structure of African commerce; ';

(ii) To promote the efficient distribution of trade information to
different types of usersj ' .

^iii) To promote more effective exploitation of existing trade documentation
resources in developing Africa through regional co-ordination and
integration; ■ ' • . . :

(iv) To train students in the principles of documentation and : : ■
information with special reference to trade; ''■'' :

(v) To advise and assist member countries in establishing national - "' '
trade information centres.
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DIU is oriented towards identifying and satisfying the needs of institutional and

individual users of. both current and past trade informationf . ' . .-

34. The main sources of information of DIU include:

(i) Currer.t publications (journals and reviews) in six IL^uages;

(ii) Informational iraterial received from-member countries;

(iii) Available marketing research studies carried out either by

ATC or by staff members working in other branches of ECA;

(iv) Special fact-finding missions conducted by ATC/blU or by EGA
staff members froir. other sections, A number of missions have

been undertaken--to African countries with the aim of collecting

■ information and establishing links with existing national

: trade, information cr trade promotion institutions*

35. It is expected that in the -course of 1977 EGA will acquire a computer of

sufficient capacity to be used for such functions as the storage and retrieval

of trade documentation, With this possibility in mind, the DIU card system is

arranged in such a way that it could be mechanized in due course- Mechanization

would considerably increase storage capacity.and efficiency of retrieval.

36. A publication entitled Trade opportunities has this year been integrated into

a larger quarterly bilingual publication entitled-African trade , the first issue

of which was published in May 1976 ^ This publication, which r-epre?ents the first

stage in the automatic distribution of trade information, is intended to contain

background inforroationj articles, on problems of intra-^African trade and its

development, market information, business contacts; statistical data and news

relating to documentation. EGA would welcome suggestions concerning the

emplification and improvement of the content of this quarterly publication, whose

purpose is to serve the business sector in the region*

Developing intra-African trade in selected products

37. The ps-?r submitted by the secretariat (E/CN.14/ATC/5) pointed to the need
for discussii g promotional measures related tc specific products * It was recommended

that EGA should endeavour to bring togetherjin appropriate groups countries

interested in five categories of products to discuss the details of possible trade

in wood and wood products; meat and meat produces; hides% skins and leather products;

textiles and fruit and vegetable products™

38. The groups of products mentioned above have been the subject of several

research efforts within EG4: with regard in particular to the possibilities of

developing the meat, wood-worlcing and food industries in AfricaV Desk research

in identifying products for intra-African trade has also been carried out by those

working on the intra-African trade development project since its inception in

July 1975» In particular special attention has been given to the products identified

during the Nairobi syjT**osivm.
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Product and market identification for intra-African trade

39. ATC has carried out extensive market research for a number of countries in

the region, at the request of the Governments concerned. Other field research

is being organized for the end of 1976. Marketing research is also being carried .

out both at EGA. headquarters and in the field in connexion with a UNDP-financed1■---—--

project on the development of intra-African trade.

Facilitation of the transportation of goods entering intra-African trade. ,

40» The secretariat paper E/CN^X4/^.TC/9 drew attention to the transport.problems
in intra-African trade. There was general agreement on the importance of the

"transport component" in intra-African trade, and several suggestions and recommenda

tions were put forward as follows:

*'(a) Consideration should be given to the amalgamation of national,

airlines into subregional operating groups in order to provide

improved air-freight service, optimize the use of freight- _

carrying capacity and reduce the cost of air freighting; :/

(b) Similarly, consideration should be given to the grouping of national

shipping lines with the assistance of ADB or other financial institutions,

and to the establishment of a telecommunication network;

(c) A fund to compensate land-locked countries was considered desirable

for inland transportation;

(d) A meeting of African Ministers of Transport to be convened to consider

the najor questions in. the transport fields affecting the facilitation

of intra-African trade and to set up a plan for harmonization and

financing of transports.

(e) The preparation of advance information on commodities likely to enter

intra-African trade.- by weight and volume; . ■

(f) The development of planning and co-ordination of movements studies at

governmental and local levels;

(g) The training of movement economists at a national level based-upon

the existing nucleus of African specialists in transportation;

(h) Encouragement by governments in innovations in the transport sector

to meet the new requirements of intra-African trade;

(i) Transit agreements. It was strongly recommended that transit agreements

be concluded between countries to minimize customs procedures in order

to eliminate obstacles facing transit goods."
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Development of subregional and regional institutions in the field of transport

41. There was remarkable development.in..the.. field..of rp/J^O^jf...:..
following the Nairobi symposium, The following subregional, inter-subregional and

regional institutions were established* ' ''''■'

Shipping and harbours . V

42. (a) The Union of African Railways (established on 23 September 1972) .;> -

Objective: To standardize, expand, co-ordinate and .Improve the ; ^ .'
railway~services of the member countries. The ultimate objective is

to link the railway systems to each other and to Other means of

transport that link the African region to the world.

Membership^ 22 African railways ' ■

(*>) The Port mnaqemen-; Association of West and Central Africa (established on
33 October 1972) ' '■'■''■'' '■■- ■■' ""
Objectives: To improve, co-ordinate and standardize African port operations
in order to increase the efficiency of their harbours in relation to
ships and other forms of transport by providing better equipment and

services. . . , ...

Membership; The national port authorities of Benin, The Congo,

Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana, the Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mauritania,
Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo, the United Republic of

Cameroon and Zaire.

Associate members: The Central African Republic, Elder Dempster (Lagos)
Ghana, Cargo handling Corporation, Mali and the Niger. "

(c) The Fort Management Association of Eastern Africa: (established on

January 1973J .

Objectives: To improve? co-ordinate and standardize African port

operations and to increase the efficiency of harbours in terms of
: ships handled and the accommodation of related transport:systems.

Membership: East African Harbours Corporation (Kenya, Uganda and
the United Republic of Tanzania), Ethiopia, Madagascar and Somalia.

Associate Members; The Sudan and Zambia-

(d) The Port Management Association of' Northern Africa (established on

21 June,1974j -.._■-.

Objectives: Similar to those of the associations described under

(b) and (c) above.

Membership: National port authorities of Algeria, Egypt, the Libyan

Arab Republic, the Sudan and Tunisia.
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Highway Development

43» The following subregional or intra-subregional institutions have b'een
established since 1972,

(a) Tfte Dakar:-- Ndjamena Highway Co-ordinating Committee (established in
January 1974) . ■■- ■ v- ■ " ~~~

Objectives: To promote and co-ordinate the planning, improvement
construction and maintenance of the Highway linking Dakar, Senegal,

to Ndjamena, Chad, and passing through the territories of its member
States.

Membership: Chad, Mali, the Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, the United
Republic of Cameroon and the Upper Volta. '

(b) The Nouakchott-Lagos Highway Co-ordinating Committee (established in
January 1974) r—

Objectives: To promote and co-ordinate the planning, improvement

construction and maintenance of the highway linking Nouakchott
to Lagos- . ■ ■"

Membership: Benin, the Gambia- Gfcana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, the Ivory
Coast, Liberia, Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo. '"

Co-operation among and Integration o£ national airways (Recommendation (a) )

44. EGA, in co-operation with the African Civil Aviation Council (AFCAC),
has been making all effort to promote closer co-operation between African airlines.
However, the competition which now prevails has placed obstacles in the way of

this co-operation. In the past two" years, however, attitudes seem to have
changed owing to the pressure of inflation which is felt in all countries and the
consequent inclination towards co-operation.

45.^ EOA has completed the first part of a study entitled "Air freight study for
Africa (1974-1975)". The second part of the study will be undertaken in 1977
in co-operation with AFCAC.

Fund to compensate land-locked countries (Recommendation (c) )

46. KCA is now undertaking a study ^n the establishment of a compensatory fund
for the land-locked members of the African Groundnut Council, which is being :
financed by the Council.

Meeting of Ministers of Transport (Recommendation (d) )

47- African Ministers responsible for transport met at the subregional level
in Eastern Africa in September 1975 and in Central Africa in September 1976.

A meeting, is expected to be held in North Africa in January 1977, while that

for West Africa will take, place within the framework of ECOWAS at a date which
has not yet been fixed.
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Advance information on commodities likely to enter intra-African trade.:, -Planning
and co-ordination of movement studies of the governmental and local level's

(Recommendations - (e) and (f) ) .

48 o EGA is currently trying to work out a proposal for the eatabliafcaient of an
African transport users consultative and advisory council vitlt the aio of
grouping the users and expressing their requirements in ^coflbmic- terms. ifcosQ

requirements includes

(,i) The provision of transport equipment and services appropriate to

the commodities being marketed;

(ii) High quality of service;

(iii) Speed;

(iv) Efficiency; ■.. .

(v) Information on the cost of placing goods in the market at competitive

.prices.;. ■ ■ ■, .■■'-.. "•''■■

(vi) Passenger services.

It is intended to approach existing producers' associations which are interested
in providing for transport facilities in their terms of reference for-comments

on the proposal*

The training of movement economist's (Recommendation (g)')

49. The'training of movement economists;in the Eastern African Subregion is
envisaged by the East African .Community mnagement Institute. A .programme in this

field is expected to be agreed upon at a\meeting to be held in September 1976.

Encouragement by governments in respect of innovations in the transport sector

(Recommendation ))

50 A first'step where transit facilities are concerned is to simplify transit,._; ,
formalities at border posts and ports of entry. It has been suggested that each r|
country should set up national facilitation groups to work on simplified standard
transport documents• It is also felt that since conditions of carriage vary

between countries, they cannot usefully be discussed in-general terms but -will -■
require scrutiny at the national and, at a second stage, at the bilateral level
with the trading partners working together. The ultimate aim of the national . .
working groups is to "study current international practices in the field of ,...
documentation in the light of existing national requirements and make recommendations
concerning-the adoption of good international.practice". It is understood.that each
country should set up groups covering the different modes of transport -(rasa,

rail, air, inland-water and maritime).. •■■■■.-

SSs It^s feU tot thio kind ofiraduai aotion wouid
towards the simplification of transit and border trade.
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Transit agreements

52. A mission of experts conducted jointly "by ECA and the Government of

Switzerland with Swiss financing was undertaken recently in the Eastern and Central

African Subregions with a view to improving transit conditions., A meeting of

customs experts wao to be held at ECA in September with a viei-.T to examining the

draft transit agreements submitted by the mission before they are submitted to

the forthcoming Meeting of the Heads of State and Government of the Ehstern and

Central:African Subregionsc

Ebcport credit financing and export credit insurance

53- The Symposium recommended that ECA shouldj in oc—operation vith IMP, ADB and

other appropriate international organizations, undertake a detailed study of the

feasibility of introducing an export credit financing and export credit insurance

scheme in one or two African countries as a pilot project,

54- Pursuant to this recommendation, the Executive Secretary of ECA appointed

a team of experts comprising its regional adviser in export promotion and a

bilateral consultant from India to undertake pilot project studies on export credit

financing, export credit insurance and export credit guarantee schemes in Kenya'and

Nigeria- .

55. The team visited India and South Korea to examine the export credit financing,

insurance and guarantee schemes applied in these countries before undertaking two

pilot studies in Kenya and Nigeria.

56, The mission recommended that an export credit guarantee scheme should "be

introduced in " th countries as a matter of urgency,, It '-as suggested that

the Governments of Kenya and Nigeria should consider establishing a guarantee

fund and that the quantum of guarantee should be limited to ten times the ceiling at

any given poi.it of time* Detailed recommendations for each of the two pilot project

countries are given in the respective reports. From information available to ECA

it appears that no developing African country has so far established any export

credit financing export credit insurance or export credit guarantee schemes*

Twelve other African countries have invited ECA to undertake national studies aimed

.at introducing export credit financing and export credit guarantee schemes. The

preparation of these studies has been held up by lack of funds under the project

for development of intra-African trade caused by the liquidity crisis in UNDP,
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Evaluation i -id_conclujj.or^

57 o In the foregoing review of the recommendations adopted at Nairobi

and of the extent to which Ihcj Ievo boon ini^lementsdj attention has been

drawn to a number of points A global summary evaluation and-the-conclusions

to be 'drawn therefrom arc bound W be relevant to the present .symposium*

58O From the standpoint of measures aimed at developing ir.tra-African trade,

a very important development stemming frcro the Nairobi symposium was the

establishment of the Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations. :

It is hoped that at a r.ev meeting scheduled to be held in October 1976
it will be possible to select a Secre^aiy-Generr.l for the Association and

thus enable it to start functioning. Th?. future of the Association will

depend fi-rst and foremost on active scvcriine.ntal support based on a sustained

awareness of the need for suc.Var- organization and on the development and

strengthening of national- trade promotion institutions able to contribute

effectively to its

59. The development of appropriate institutional machinery for the

promotion bf intra^-A-frican -ursde should, rocoive inuch greater attention

than has been the case hitherto. ?he institutions established in some

twenty member coun^i.^ represent a very Heterogeneous effort 0 While there

are a number of African export promotion institutions able to compete with

similar centres ,^1 other continent;-; from the standpoint of organization,

staffing and perfo.rr.ianoe> most of them suffer from under-staffing and lack
of funds infercatien nri/tcrial and orientation of their activities. Such a

state of'affairs is partly due to the ovorall shortage of trained staff in
the field of foreign tr^ie. £•■? it appears that very few of the available
trained staff are eiicaged in inti\i-A,:'^ican trad.e promo-1 : on activities, there

would «seem to be n n«?->^ t^ adopt corrective n3-cvres to repress this
imbalc-mce'at1 the E-.nio tin-j ar, efforts are ciad3 to intensify training activities,

60. 3C^: Itself; Ji,li£-oue-.li the AJ rxcu, Trade 'Ooatre and the project on develop
ment of intra-Afric*i- trade', o-ffers in-traiiinc' service facilities that have
not been made us?. :of by moin'oer States as estensivsljr as they could have been.

61. In the basic field of productivity and technical standards, development
can be considered as fairly satisfactory. There are at the present standard
boards 5n 14 African countries- and the Ecgional Industrial Information
Centre for Africa and the Regional Teoiinoiogioal Research and Development
Centre for Agro-Industries foreseen for 1977 will fill a deeply felt need.
The same is true of the African Regional Standards Organization.
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62» Since 1972 much activity has taken pla,oa with regard to institution-

building in the field of i.ntra—African economic co-operation and trade,

especially.in the West and Central African subregions* There lias, however,

been a tendency i;o duplicate the functions and activities of these

institutions* Also some of these institutions have not been able to

establish adequate short—? medium™ and long-term programmes aimed at

fulfilling their general objectives* As was pointed out by the Executive

Secretary of ECA in his keynote address at the ECOWAS meeting held in

August 1976* "too much emphasis murt not be placed on institutional

arrangements at jhe er.psnse of substantive definition of objectives"..

63» Lastly, with very few exceptions, there has been a lack of organs at

the national level clearly identified as being responsible for intra-African

economic co-operation and trade and for effecting tho necessary co-ordination

with the new institutions and other co-operating Governments. As a result of

these and other failings, the increase in effective intra-r&frican economio

co-operation and trade has not been commensurate with the number and range of

institutions created sinco 1972*

64. The_development of International Trade fairs in the region has been

commendable.on the wH^i ^ Tne present netwoi'c of trade fairs covers

practically .the whole region and offers a good opportunity for product

inventory, business contacts and marketing in the field of intra-African

trade. It wald seem that the commercial importance of these fairs would

increase as they gain experience and are able to offer a representative

survey of the production capacity of the participating countries, thus

attracting more business visitors from outside, In the present phase in

the development of intra-African trade, these fairs have an important role

to fillo

65» Where trade information en a regional level is concerned, high priority

has been given to the activities of the Africa. Trade Centre from the very

beginning. Through a bilateral grant, it has been possibl.e to provide the

information service with proper equipment and basic informational material

in various languages. The Africa Trade Centre now issues African Trade,

whose main function is to assist in disseminating trade information to member

States, with respectj in particular, to intra-Afric^1 trade opportunities.
This publication has been varmly received by member States, but much more

remains to be done to increase its usefulness to them. To this end., member

States themselves should increase the flew of trade information to ATC»
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66. Development co-operation in the field of transport, and in particular

of transport geared to intra-African trade, shows a less homogeneous

pattern than they obtain in other fields. The most satisfactory results. :
have been achieved in the fields of rail, harbour and highway development

co-operation. Also, it is worth noting that some national airlines have. .

significantly increased their African routes and thus have helped, at
great cost to themselves, to develop intra-^frican economic trade. .'

67. In the simplification of procedures and documents in transit trade,

ECA has proposed a number of measures, whose implementation will require the
full co-operation of the member countries and will constitute a major step

towards the facilitation of intra-JLfrican trade, especially where the

Eastern and Central African Subregions are concerned.

68. From the foregoing, it would seem that the recommendations of the
Nairobi Symposium have been implemented to a significant degree, whether or

not their implementation can be regarded as being directly linked to the

^mposiunu

69. It is likely, however, that much more could have been achieved if
certain conditions had been met. Greater political will, on which emphasis
is traditionally put in any discussion of intra-^frican economic co-operation

and trade, naturally comes to mind in this connexion; but there is also a
need for certain institutional arrangements and procedures aimed at facili
tating the implementation of the recommendations adopted by the Symposium,

70. Although in the case of the recommendation of the Nairobi
the establishment of the Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations,
a working group was set up, it appears that no inter-governmental organ was

specifically entrusted with the task of following up its other recommendations.
This has resulted in some recommendations not being implemented at all or
only in part or in their being implemented without due concern for co-ordinating
them with other recommendations. There is thus a need for the Algiers Symposium
to designate an inter-governmental organ, preferably one which already functions

or has at least been created, specifically to see to it that its recommendations
are implemented. The Inter-governmental Committee cf Experts on Trade and
Development, which was created at the most recent meeting of the African
Ministers of Trade but has yet to meet, could be entrusted with tms tasK.

7-, . Secondly, it should be pointed out that the recommendations adopted by
the Nairobi Symposium did not include any time-table for their implementation.
It is hoped that the Algiers Symposium will be able to give definite
indications of this kind for as many of its recommendations as possible.
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72. Finally, it is hoped that in the light of the achievements of the

Nairobi Symposium as they have been reviewed and evaluated here and of

the lessons to be drawn from them, the Algiers Symposium will be able to

make an important contribution to the promotion of intra-African economic

co-operation and trade. It should be all the more able to do this since it can

be built on the comprehensive programme of action on intra-African

economic co-operation and trade adopted by the most recent QAU meeting

of Ministers of Trade*. This programme goes far beyond the recommendations

of the Nairobi Symposium,




